This was a lead gen page that funneled the leads to the distributor. The results
were quite good. Exact #'s are hard to give because distributors paid $1 per lead
but it's difficult to track their closing ratios. There was a pro working it who was
closing around 1/3 of those he got on the phone. But again he was a pro who
came out of a quota driven phone room.

"Yes! Finally, a 100% Natural Firming Face Cream that
Produces World Class Results Without All the
Dangerous Chemicals!"

If Your True Desire is to See Visible Results within Just
Days, Then you're in the Right Place!
Read On....
Everybody knows to look your best you must have a Firming Face Cream in your
Collection or you will forever be battling gravity without any hope of winning.
The Problem that has arisen is with everyone Going Green these days truly savvy
shoppers will no longer tolerate there Firming Face Creams being made from
petroleum. Conscious Consumers are much more educated now and they know
that Petroleum I.E. Gasoline and Oil belong in your car NOT ON YOUR FACE!

A Firming Face Cream Unlike ANYTHING You Have Ever
Experienced!
Your skincare breakthrough- Youthful, Radiant looking skin requires a lot more
than just your average collagen product. It also demands full hydration and

Essential fatty Acids (EFA's) that have not been compromised by heat or over
processing.
Young Radiance™ Firming Face Cream of the shelley collection naturally
intensifies the skins utilization of Key EFA's and its internal Cellular Hydration
Mechanism to gently assist the appearance of Lifting, Firming and Redefining.
The Amazing Difference is that it gives you all the benefits you want without all of
the harsh age promoting toxic chemicals you don't want.

How would YOU like a FREE Vacation?
We are so incredibly sure that You will Love Your New Firming Face Cream that
we will give you a FREE 3 day 2 night Luxury Hotel Vacation at one of over 30
Premium destinations as our gift just for trying the product. And yes of course, it
comes with an Unconditional 100% money back Guarantee as do all our products.
How can we possibly give you a complimentary vacation just for trying our Face
Cream? It's simple really. Our customers love our products so much we very, very
seldom get a return. Why? Because it works so well that the vast majority of our
customers would never be without it.
Just look at what one of or satisfied customers would like to share with you...
I have used cream after cream hoping to find a natural one that actually worked. I
am ecstatic to report back that I have finally found it. Yours is the one! I just
wanted to say thank you. Oh and by the way, your new shampoo and conditioner
are literally to die for! Margie S. Atlanta, GA.

GET YOUR FREE REPORT!
You Will have the Easy Information You Need Right at Your Finger tips.
Your FREE report Facial Care Be Aware! Is must have insider information into the
full disclosure of the harmful, toxic chemicals they try and sneak past you into
your Facial care Products and especially into your firming Face Cream.

You will receive a super easy (listed in Alphabetical order) comprehensive list of
many of the major chemicals they are slipping into the general public's mass
market products.
It's so easy to do, you just see the chemical on the label of the product your
currently using and look at down the list 'ABCDEFG' and Bingo for the first time
you get to see exactly what that chemical is doing to YOU and YOUR FAMILY.
Claim your FREE Report Right NOW!
Just fill in the response information below, verify you are a real person by phone
and not a robot and you will have your FREE report in your Email in box in a just a
few seconds.
You will also receive contact from your Exclusive shelley collection associate who
will ensure you have a tremendous experience and receive your free "no strings
attached" vacation just for trying your new Firming Face Cream.

Claim your Free Report Right Here!

Rest assured your information will be used ONLY to contact you about Your Firming Face Cream
and for no other purpose.

P.S. If you close this page without taking advantage of this FREE
offer, you may never see it again! Don't delay; claim your FREE
Bonuses Right Now!

